Offre n°2024-07680

**Doctorant F/H Private and Byzantine-Robust Federated Learning**

**Type de contrat :** CDD

**Niveau de diplôme exigé :** Bac + 5 ou équivalent

**Fonction :** Doctorant

**A propos du centre ou de la direction fonctionnelle**

The Inria centre at Université Côte d'Azur includes 37 research teams and 8 support services. The centre's staff (about 500 people) is made up of scientists of different nationalities, engineers, technicians and administrative staff. The teams are mainly located on the university campuses of Sophia Antipolis and Nice as well as Montpellier, in close collaboration with research and higher education laboratories and establishments (Université Côte d'Azur, CNRS, INRAE, INSERM ...), but also with the regiona economic players.

With a presence in the fields of computational neuroscience and biology, data science and modeling, software engineering and certification, as well as collaborative robotics, the Inria Centre at Université Côte d'Azur is a major player in terms of scientific excellence through its results and collaborations at both European and international levels.

**Contexte et atouts du poste**

This PhD position is a collaboration between two Inria research teams: **PreMeDICaL** and **Magnet**. The position is funded by the **IPoP project**, a large interdisciplinary project on privacy. The hired PhD student will be mainly based in PreMeDICaL (Montpellier, France) but will have the opportunity to make regular visits to Magnet in Lille.

The PhD student will be jointly supervised by Aurélien Bellet, Nirupam Gupta, Batiste Le Bars and Marc Tommasi. Together, they gather a world-leading expertise in all three key aspects of the topic: federated learning, privacy and robustness.

This project will stimulate existing and emerging collaborations with other research groups on themes at the intersection between machine learning, privacy, robustness and decentralized algorithms. For instance, there will be opportunities to collaborate with other members of the **IPoP project**, the members of **FedMalin** (a large Inria project on federated learning), the members of the **SSF-ML-DH** project (on secure, safe and fairness machine learning for health), and the **Distributed Computing Lab at EPFL** led by Rachid Guerraoui.

In terms of concrete applications, both PreMeDICaL and Magnet have ongoing collaborations with hospitals and other clinical partners. These collaborations will provide opportunities to apply the approaches developed during the PhD to concrete use-cases, for instance to run multi-centric decentralized medical studies while preserving the confidentiality of the datasets held in each institution and providing robustness guarantees.

**Mission confiée**

**Context**

The increasing size of data generated by smartphones and IoT devices motivated the development of Federated Learning (FL) (Kairouz et al. 2021), a decentralized learning framework for on-device collaborative training of machine learning models. FL algorithms like FedAvg (McMahan et al. 2017) allow clients to train a common global model without sharing their personal data. FL reduces data collection costs and can help to mitigate data privacy issues, making it possible to train models on large datasets that would otherwise be inaccessible. FL is currently used by many big tech companies (e.g., Google, Apple, Facebook) for learning on their users' data, but the research community envisions also promising applications to learning across large data-silos, like hospitals that cannot share their patients' data (Rieke et al. 2020).

While they mitigate privacy concerns by not exchanging raw data, FL does not in itself offer rigorous privacy guarantees, and FL algorithms can be attacked by malicious participants. For these reasons, in recent years a large body of the literature has focused on the design of decentralized algorithms that are more privacy-preserving, using different variants of differential privacy (Noble et al. 2022; Cyffers et al. 2022). On the other hand, another line of research has focused on decentralized learning algorithms that are robust to the presence of malicious individuals in the system (Byzantine agents) (Farhadkhani et al. 2022).
Nevertheless, the design and analysis of algorithms that are both robust and privacy-preserving is far less considered and understood. Recently, it has been shown that in the case where the server is honest-but-curious, the combination of differential privacy and robustness induces an additional error term, making them at odds with each other (Allouah et al. 2023). Specifically, we face a utility-privacy-robustness trilemma (on top of the conventional privacy-utility and robustness-utility trade-offs). Conversely, in the case of a trusted server, some studies (Hopkins et al. 2023) have shown that privacy and robustness can actually be mutually beneficial. A key question then arises: in what contexts are these two notions really good for each other?

Research Objectives

The main goal of this PhD is to answer the previous question on the basis of new theoretical analyses, and to design decentralized algorithms that are both robust and differentially private. Several lines of research could be investigated.

A natural direction to seek better trade-offs between privacy, robustness and utility is to relax the notions of privacy and/or robustness. One may consider the general framework of Pufferfish privacy (Kifer & Machanavajjhala, 2014; Pierquin et al., 2023), which allows to relax differential privacy by considering more specific *secrets* to protect and by constraining the prior belief that the adversary may have about the data. Similarly, while Byzantine robustness has been shown to be at odds with local differential privacy (Allouah et al. 2023(a)), it is possible to consider weaker threat models, such as the hidden state model (Ye & Shokri, 2022), the shuffle model (Cheu et al., 2019) or the network model (Cyffers et al., 2022). Refining (or designing new) Byzantine-robust schemes to weaker adversaries is crucial to fully realize the benefits of robust decentralized learning in real-world applications.

Another line of investigation is to reconsider the notion of utility. In the majority of the aforementioned work, the key quantity to control (utility) is the optimization error of the empirical risk. However, in (decentralized) machine learning one is often interested in also controlling the generalization error (Bassily et al., 2020; Le Bars et al., 2024), namely the error that will be made on unobserved data points. In this case, it will be interesting to study how robustness and privacy can jointly improve algorithm stability and thus help generalization, e.g., by studying the connections between *gradient coherence* (Chatterjee, 2019) and *robust aggregation* (Yin et al., 2018; Allouah et al., 2023(b)).

A last direction of research is to consider model update *compression* or *sparsification* techniques (Stich et al., 2018) that have been independently shown to help privacy (e.g. see Rui et al., 2023). Whether the benefits of these scheme hold true when aiming for robustness along with privacy remains unclear. Some technical challenges are as follows. (i) While sparsification (in decentralized learning) improves the overall privacy-utility trade-off, the same need not be true for the privacy-robustness trade-off. (ii) The compression noise can be amplified in the presence of malicious clients in the system (Rammal et al., 2024).
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**Principales activités**

Research

**Compétences**

The applicant is expected to have studied machine learning and/or optimization, and to have good mathematical skills. Some knowledge in distributed algorithms and broad interest for the topic of trustworthy AI is a plus.

**Avantages**

- Restauration subventionnée
- Transports publics remboursés partiellement
- Congés: 7 semaines de congés annuels + 10 jours de RTT (base temps plein) + possibilité d'autorisations d'absence exceptionnelle (ex: enfants malades, déménagement)
- Possibilité de télétravail (après 6 mois d'ancienneté) et aménagement du temps de travail
- Équipements professionnels à disposition (visioconférence, prêts de matériels informatiques, etc.)
- Prestations sociales, culturelles et sportives (Association de gestion des œuvres sociales d'Inria)
- Accès à la formation professionnelle
- Sécurité sociale

**Rémunération**

Gross Salary per month: 2100€ brut per month (year 1 & 2) and 2190€ brut per month (year 3)

**Informations générales**

- Thème/Domaine : Optimisation, apprentissage et méthodes statistiques
- Statistiques (Big data) (BAP E)
- Ville : Montpellier
- Centre Inria : Centre Inria d'Université Côte d'Azur
- Date de prise de fonction souhaitée : 2024-10-01
- Durée de contrat : 3 ans
- Date limite pour postuler : 2024-07-09

**Contacts**

- Équipe Inria : PREMEDICAL
- Directeur de thèse :
A propos d'Inria

Inria est l'institut national de recherche dédié aux sciences et technologies du numérique. Il emploie 2600 personnes. Ses 215 équipes-projets agiles, en général communes avec des partenaires académiques, impliquent plus de 3900 scientifiques pour relever les défis du numérique, souvent à l'interface d'autres disciplines. L'institut fait appel à de nombreux talents dans plus d'une quarantaine de métiers différents. 900 personnels d'appui à la recherche et à l'innovation contribuent à faire émerger et grandir des projets scientifiques ou entrepreneuriaux qui impactent le monde. Inria travaille avec de nombreuses entreprises et a accompagné la création de plus de 200 start-up. L'institut s'efforce ainsi de répondre aux enjeux de la transformation numérique de la science, de la société et de l'économie.

Attention: Les candidatures doivent être déposées en ligne sur le site Inria. Le traitement des candidatures adressées par d'autres canaux n'est pas garanti.

Consignes pour postuler

Sécurité défense :
Ce poste est susceptible d'être affecté dans une zone à régime restrictif (ZRR), telle que définie dans le décret n°2011-1425 relatif à la protection du potentiel scientifique et technique de la nation (PPST). L'autorisation d'accès à une zone est délivrée par le chef d'établissement, après avis ministériel favorable, tel que défini dans l'arrêté du 03 juillet 2012, relatif à la PPST. Un avis ministériel défavorable pour un poste affecté dans une ZRR aurait pour conséquence l'annulation du recrutement.

Politique de recrutement :
Dans le cadre de sa politique diversité, tous les postes Inria sont accessibles aux personnes en situation de handicap.